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< p > Ding with regret completed his Tour Huangshan journey this year, it is him for the fifth time in Huangshan match, but still could
not have accounted for a champion. He said, "the result is not important, happy is good." But there is a hint of loss. But that's the way
it is. May each participate in the competition of the drivers have a their own Mount Huangshan tournament, the sustenance of different
emotions and expectations. below is the diary of Ding Yong's Mount Huangshan, through these words can be seen on the track of
Ding Yong, no one can casually succeed. Mount Huangshan tournament Journal 2016 years of Mount Huangshan, I did not achieve
the desired event desire, a little bit of regret. Saturday's men's classic classic, race 40 km. After the rapid formation of a gun by Feng
Kuanjie, Zhu Jun, Martin, Guo Xinwei, Yu Guangwei, Hu Hao, Luo Danzhi and I composed of eight small group, small group all the
way. In the field of off-road sections, especially when cornering, can obviously feel the Martin of flexible and fast, if not the team
concept, Martin can in a cross-country road easily throw all the people, this is a former Olympic champion quality worthy of
admiration. In the eight man group March to the stone slope (the last paragraph of the road before the oil road climbing), Martin
chose to continue to ride, but the other seven people have carried the car quickly beyond the Martin. After entering the road climbs, I
fell out of the leading group of eight, only watched the remaining seven people farther and farther. When I found out that my fork
cannot be locked in this state, I have no way to stand to shake the car, because the non lock dead state to shake the car very relief
force. because the schedule was just 1/4, so I'm not worried. Then analysis, is due to the number plate and a front fork lock tight state
adjusting screw friction caused by screw to rotate leading to lock, so I took the card number, the number plate into riding clothes and
re adjust the screws. To solve the problem of the front fork lock immortal, I picked up a stampede of rhythm, overtook the previous
seven people group in the 400 meters after the second circle across the river. Leisurely, the group of eight people soon reached the
wood pit Zhuhai cross-country road, by this time I found, my fork actually only in locked state. Is this time, Hu Hao launched an attack, I
quickly put him, however, because too bumpy, I Jiaming 1000 table together with a stopwatch is jolted loose, in a rush, I pick the
table, can be temporarily and touch to riding clothes pocket, so I held a handlebar, in one hand and a table for pocket, speed out of
the fast, blink of an eye I was down to the last one and and in front of a few people have the time difference. When I put the table
conveniently the collar into the match. I was trying to catch up, but lock of the front fork is really very difficult to cope with the wood pit
Zhuhai step and the second half of the road is in this state, I never again into the leading group. on the first day of the race, I finished
the race with seventh place. on Sunday to carry out the men's elite cross-country race, race 60 km. Because of Zhu Jun and Hu
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